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Abstract – Interconnect issues are becoming increasingly
important for ULSI systems. IntSim, an interconnect CAD tool,
has been developed to obtain pitches of different wiring levels
and die size for circuit blocks or logic cores of microchips. It
includes a methodology for co-optimization of signal, power and
clock interconnects, and a newly derived stochastic wiring
distribution that gives reduced error than prior work when
compared to measured data. Results of IntSim are found to
match well with actual data from an analyzed microprocessor.
Several case studies are conducted to show this CAD tool’s
utility as a system level simulator: (i) Wire resistivity increases
due to size effects are projected to increase die size of a 22nm
low power logic core by 30% and power by 7%. (ii) When
compared to a 22nm low power logic core with copper
interconnects, a similar logic core with carbon nanotube
interconnects could reduce power by 25% and die area by 27%,
or increase frequency by 15% and reduce die area by 11%.
(iii) A future 22nm 8 GHz 96M gate logic core’s power, die size
and optimal multilevel interconnect architecture are predicted.
A version of IntSim with a graphical user interface is available
for download from www.ece.gatech.edu/research/labs/gsigroup.
I. INTRODUCTION
The performance, cost and power dissipation of a ULSI chip are
increasingly being impacted by its interconnection networks. The
statistics below provide some evidence of this phenomenon:
• Circuit block performance is known to show 47% sensitivity to
transistor parameters and 53% sensitivity to interconnect
parameters in 65nm chips [1].
• Interconnects formed over 50% of the dynamic power
consumption of a 130nm microprocessor [2]. Also,
interconnect repeaters have been shown to constitute as much
as half of some commercial chips’ leakage power [3][4].
• A 0.5μm technology needed just 4 interconnect levels [5],
while 65nm technologies use as many as 10 levels of metal [6].
In this scenario, careful development of interconnect technology
and good interconnect design become important.
High performance
Low power 65nm
65nm technology
technology
M1
210 nm
210 nm
M2
210 nm
210 nm
M3
220 nm
220 nm
M4
280 nm
280 nm
M5
330 nm
275 nm
M6
480 nm
280 nm
M7
720 nm
420 nm
M8
1080 nm
1080 nm
Table 1: Details of 65nm logic technologies
Shown in Table 1 are wire pitches of both high performance and
low power 65nm technologies [7]. These pitches are normally
selected using a stochastic wiring distribution that looks at previous
generations of a chip and predicts wire lengths of a chip that needs
to be designed with the logic technology [8][9]. Once the wire
length distribution is known, algorithms are used to find pitches of
different interconnect levels based on certain performance criteria
and cost limitations. This selection of chip-specific wiring pitches is
particularly important for high-volume microprocessors, and has
been shown to provide several performance, power and cost
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advantages [8]. Since the die area of a design depends on both
interconnect routing and gate sizing considerations, an extension of
the above explained methodology can be used to predict die area of
a circuit block or logic core.
Several publications have described algorithms to predict die area
and wire pitches of an interconnect stack [8][9]. While these
algorithms work well for older technologies, sub-90nm chips are
significantly interconnect-limited and bring up several issues:
• Power distribution networks took up more than 25% of all
wiring tracks in a 180nm microprocessor [10], and are
expected to consume a bigger percentage of total wiring tracks
with scaling [11]. Power distribution networks thus need to be
modeled rigorously and have to be co-optimized along with
signal/clock wiring and via blockage.
• Currently available stochastic wire length distributions show
significant error when compared to actual data. For example,
the commonly used Davis distribution [8] shows as much as
38% error with respect to measurement data for circuit blocks
analyzed later in this paper. More accurate wire length
estimates are needed.
• Via blockage can take up as much as 10-30% of the total
wiring area for some metal levels [12]. Assignment of wires in
multiple interconnect levels should be done with via blockage
considerations in mind.
• Global interconnect pitch needs to be selected based on signal,
power and clock wiring considerations [13].
• Repeater leakage power is substantial [3], and so needs to be
considered when repeater insertion is performed.
• Wire resistivity increases due to size effects [14] need to be
modeled.
This paper presents IntSim, a GUI based CAD tool that helps
answer the above concerns and thereby enables better optimization
of sub-90nm interconnect networks. After presenting a new
stochastic wire length distribution model, this paper describes logic
gate sizing in IntSim. Following this, global, local and
intermediate/semi-global interconnect optimization are described.
The algorithm used to combine together all these models is then
presented. Results from IntSim are compared with data from a
commercial microprocessor and several case studies are presented
to show how IntSim can be used. A 22nm low power chip with
carbon nanotube interconnects is benchmarked against a similar
chip with copper interconnects only. A future high performance
microprocessor core’s power, die size and interconnect architecture
are also predicted.
II. DERIVATION OF STOCHASTIC WIRING DISTRIBUTION
Several publications have discussed derivations of stochastic
wiring distributions [15]. The Davis distribution [16], which is
considered one of the most accurate [17], assumes gates are
uniformly distributed all over the chip and then finds a distribution
of wire lengths using Rent’s rule. The derivation of a new wire
length distribution that considers random arrangement of gates in a
circuit block is discussed in this section.
For the purpose of this derivation, we define a new quantity
called a gate socket. Any chip is considered to have many gate
sockets, some of which are occupied by gates, as shown in Figure 1.
The number of gate sockets Nsockets is related to the number of gates
Ngates by the relation:

N gates = N sockets . p gates
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…(1)

where pgates is the percentage of die area that is occupied by logic
gates. For example, a chip with 10 million gates and 50% of the die
area occupied by logic gates [18] would have 20 million gate
sockets, with gates randomly distributed in 10 million of them. If
Nsockets calculated with Equation (1) is not an integer, it is rounded
off to the nearest integer as an approximation.

p

p

p

p

IA−to−C =αk ª(NA + NB) − NB +(NB + NC) −(NA + NB + NC) º …(6)

¬

¼

f.o. is the average fan-out of the system, α=f.o./(f.o.+1), k and p are
Rent’s constants and NA, NB are the number of gates in blocks A and
B respectively. If gates are randomly distributed in gate sockets, the
following approximations hold from an extension of [16].

NA = 1
N B = p gates l (l − 1)

…(7)

NC = 2 p gates l

Figure 1: An illustration of the gate socket concept
The expected number of interconnects of a certain length l is
given as the product of M(l), the number of gate socket pairs
separated by a distance l, and Iexp(l), the average number of
interconnects between a gate socket pair separated by l.

i (l ) = M (l ).I exp (l )

…(2)

The number of gate socket pairs separated by a distance l is
similar to Davis’ derivation of the number of gate pairs separated by
a distance l [16]. Therefore,
l 3
2
1 ≤ l < N sockets
° − 2l N sockets + 2lN sockets
°3
M (l ) = ®
3
°1
N sockets ≤ l < 2 N sockets
°¯ 3 2 N sockets − l
…(3)
It should be noted that the value of l is in gate socket lengths. A
gate socket length is defined as the distance between two adjacent
gate sockets and is equal to (Die area/Nsockets)0.5 . Davis [16] defines
gate pitch as (Die area/Ngates)0.5. A gate socket length is thus equal to
(Ngates /Nsockets)0.5 = pgates0.5 gate pitches.

(

Combining (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7) and normalizing, we get the
average number of interconnects of length l gate socket lengths to
be:
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The average wire length for this interconnect distribution is
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For a large number of gates and p>0.5, this expression can be
simplified to
1− p

p−0.5

§

p−0.5

·
¸
© 2( p − 0.5)( p + 0.5) p ¹

Lavg (in gate pitches) = pgates Ngates ¨

p +1− 4

…(9)

When gates were uniformly distributed over the die area, Davis
derived the expression for average wire length to be:
p−0.5

§

Figure 2: Block definitions for finding average number of wires
between a gate socket pair
The average number of interconnects between a gate socket pair
separated by l is given by:

I exp (l ) = P (Gate in block A).

I A−to−C
NC

…(4)

where P(Gate in block A) is the probability that block A of Figure 2
is occupied by a gate, IA-to-C is the average number of interconnects
connecting block A to block C and NC is the number of gates in
block C.

P (Gate in block A)=
From the Davis derivation [16],

N gates
N sockets

= p gates

…(5)

p−0.5

·
¸
© 2( p − 0.5)( p + 0.5) p ¹

Lavg (in gate pitches) = Ngates ¨

p +1− 4

It can thus be seen that average wire length with the new wiring
distribution is approximately the Davis average wire length
multiplied by a factor that depends on the Rent’s constant p and the
fraction of total die area occupied by logic gates. Most typical
circuit blocks have 50-75% of the total die area occupied by logic
gates [17]. Figure 3 shows a comparison of measured average
lengths and average lengths predicted by the Donath distribution
[18], the Davis distribution and the new distribution for 22
ISCAS’89 circuit blocks. Rent’s constants and number of gates for
these benchmark circuits are obtained from [19]. While the Donath
distribution and Davis distribution have an average error of 75%
and 38% with respect to actual data respectively, the new model has
an error between 8% and 24% corresponding to values of pgates
ranging from 0.5 to 0.75.
Table 2 shows a comparison of average wire length obtained
from measurements with values predicted by the Davis distribution
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Figure 3: Validation of average wire lengths with new model with actual data from 22 ISCAS’89 circuit blocks.
Average error of: Donath distribution = 75%, Davis distribution = 38%, New distribution = 8%-24%
and the new distribution, for benchmark circuits provided by Davis
in [16]. It can be seen that while the Davis distribution has an
average error of 26% for these circuits, the new distribution has
average errors of only 2%-12 %.
Number
of gates
2146
576
528
671
1239
73
78
72
252
236
237
55
59
62
Average
error

Rent’s
constant
p

Actual
Data

0.75
0.75
0.59
0.57
0.47
0.667
0.667
0.667
0.667
0.667
0.667
0.667
0.667
0.667

3.53
2.98
2.20
2.63
2.14
2.00
2.27
1.88
2.73
2.198
2.887
1.579
1.38
2.08

Davis
average
length

New
model
with
pgates=0.5
4.37
3.22
2.44
2.45
2.26
1.89
1.91
1.88
2.39
2.36
2.36
1.79
1.81
1.83
2%

5.26
3.9
3.12
3.12
2.96
2.35
2.38
2.34
2.96
2.93
2.93
2.23
2.25
2.28
26%

New
model
with
pgates=0.75
4.87
3.6
2.79
2.82
2.64
2.14
2.17
2.13
2.71
2.67
2.67
2.03
2.06
2.08
12%

devices are sized equally in a 2 input NAND gate, while RNAND is
obtained from equations given in [18]. If c is the capacitance per
unit length of a wire, A is the die area and F is the feature size, since
the area of a NAND gate of width W is given by 20.4(7.3+W)F2 [8],
Equation (9) indicates
1− p

1− p

§ 20.4(7.3 + W ) F 2 ·
¸¸
¨
A
©
¹

III. LOGIC GATE MODELING
Logic gates are modeled as 2 input NAND gates and are sized
based on average wire length estimates provided by the new wiring
distribution. If W is the device width, the delay of a logic path
having 2 input NAND gates driving a fan-out f.o. is given by:

W

( f .o.C NANDW +

f .o.χ Cint )

0.5

...(11)

§ p + 1 − 4 p−0.5 ·
¨¨
¸¸ A
© 2( p − 0.5)( p + 0.5) p ¹

(a)

(b)

Figure 4 shows how the new wiring distribution differs from the
Davis distribution for a 36 sq. mm circuit block with 12 million
gates, pgates = 0.5, average fan-out = 3, and Rent’s constants k=4 and
p=0.55. Equations (8) and (9) suggest average length for the new
distribution would be 27% less than the average length for the Davis
distribution. While the log scale plot in Figure 4(a) indicates only a
small difference for short lengths, the linear scale plot in Figure 4(b)
shows a noticeable difference and captures the trend of the wiring
distribution moving towards shorter lengths.

RNAND

§ p + 1 − 4 p−0.5 ·§ A ·
¨¨
¸¨
¸
¸
© 2( p − 0.5)( p + 0.5) p ¹© N gates ¹

= c. ¨

Table 2: Validation of model with actual data

t d = Ld 0.7

p −0.5

Cint = c.Lavg = c. pgates N gates

Figure 4: (a) Comparison of new distribution with Davis
distribution in the log scale (b) Comparison of new distribution with
Davis distribution in the linear scale for short lengths
It is interesting to note that unlike with previous wiring
distributions, the length of an average length wire with the new
distribution is a function of logic gate size. Essentially, it means if
the die area is fixed and we use smaller size gates, they can be
placed closer to each other, and so average wire lengths would
reduce. If we define a constant

…(10)

where Ld is the logic depth, χ = 4/(f.o.+3) is a factor that converts
point-to-point net length to wiring net length, RNAND is the average
drive resistance of a minimum size 2 input NAND gate, CNAND is the
input capacitance of the NAND gate and Cint is the capacitance of
an average wire. CNAND is computed assuming nMOS and pMOS

k1 = c

§
A.¨
©

20.4 F
A

2

·
¸
¹
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§
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©

p − 0.5

·
¸
2 ( p − 0.5 )( p + 0.5 ) p ¹
p +1− 4

Equation (10) becomes:
R
1− p
td = Ld 0.7 NAND f .o.CNANDW + f .o.χ k1(7.3 + W )
W

(
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)
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The delay expression in Equation (12) is equated to (1-margin)/f
for finding gate size where f is the frequency and margin is the
fraction of a clock cycle that constitutes skew and variability.

e vias =

(2 N wires _ higher + 2 N repeaters ).( Plocal + s λ )

2

…(16)

A

where Nwires_higher is the number of wires routed in higher metal
levels, Nrepeaters is the number of repeaters for higher metal levels, λ
is the design rule unit and s is a via covering factor which is
typically 3 [12]. Nwires_higher is found from the stochastic wiring
distribution by finding the number of wires whose length is greater
than lmax. IntSim also runs electromigration checks on local power
wiring based on maximum current density limits set by the user.

IV. GLOBAL INTERCONNECT MODELING

VI. INTERMEDIATE AND SEMI-GLOBAL INTERCONNECT MODELING

Figure 5: Structure of global wiring. P is global wire pitch
IntSim allows either two or four levels of “fat” wires for global
interconnects. These levels have pitches that are based on signal,
power and clock wiring considerations. Global wire pitch is selected
as shown in [13]. To summarize the results of [13], global wire
pitch is decided based on two conditions:
•
Signal wire bandwidth should be maximized while
meeting IR drop constraints for power wiring
•
The wire pitch must be big enough to drive a tapered H
tree of a certain length for clock distribution purposes
The equation for global wire pitch is [13]:

Intermediate and semi-global wires in IntSim are modeled based
on Equation (17) and Equation (18). The right hand side of Equation
(17) denotes the area required for routing wires of length lying
between lmin and lmax in a pair of wire levels, and the left hand side
denotes the area available for routing. Here, P is the pitch of the pair
of wiring levels. Equation (18) represents the condition that the
delay of the longest wire in a pair of metal levels should be a certain
fraction of the clock period, as discussed in [8]. Equation (18a)
represents this criterion when no repeaters are inserted while
Equation (18b) represents the case when repeaters are inserted with
an Energy-Delay Product minimization strategy [4]. Width of wires
is equal to spacing between wires.

2
ª
§ 0.65.d pad _ to _ pad · º
I .d
«2. k p + 0.5 .N power _ pads.ρ. T pad _ to _ pad .ln ¨
¸ ,»
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π .erouter.A.AR.k p.VIR ¨©
l pad
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«D
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¨
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−11©
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(

)

…(13)
Here, Npower_pads is the number of power pads, ρ is the wire
resistivity, IT is current distributed per pad, dpad_to_pad is the distance
between adjacent power pads, erouter is a routing efficiency factor, A
is die area, VIR is the user specified IR drop limit for global power
wiring, lpad is pad length, D is the distance between the driver and
load of a H tree, Ro and Co are the output resistance and input
capacitance of a minimum size inverter, β0 is the ratio of maximum
rise time allowed for a clock tree to the clock period, f is the clock
frequency and cclock is the clock wire capacitance per unit length .
Other parameters in Equation (13) are shown in Figure 5.

τ r c = 4 .4
τrc =

2ew A = χ Plocal

A
N sockets

l

max

³ li(l )dl

…(14)

1

Essentially, the left hand side of Equation (14) represents the area
available for routing wires in the two local interconnect levels, and
the right hand side of Equation (14) denotes the area needed for
routing all wires having lengths between 1 and lmax gate socket
lengths. ew is a wiring efficiency factor given by:

ew = 1 − erouter − e power / gnd − evias

…(15)

where erouter is the efficiency of the wire routing tool (typically
around 0.5), epower/gnd is the fraction of area used by power and
ground wires and evias is the fraction of area used by vias. epower/gnd
is obtained from the model for local power distribution networks
derived in [20]. Via blockage in local interconnect levels comes
from vias to wires routed in higher metal levels and vias for
repeaters. Based on the model for via blockage given in [12],

A

ρ (P, AR)
2

a r .P

N sockets
c lm ax 2

lmax

³

…(17)

li (l ) dl

l min

A
N s o c k e ts

=

β

0.4
· β
¨ + 0.7γ + + 0.7δ ¸ =
γ
©δ
¹ f

ar.P

2

where

1

φgate =

2
1

…(18a)

f

2lmax ρ(P, ar)cRoCo § 0.7

Nsockets

γ = (0.73 + 0.07 ln φ gate ) , δ = (0.88 + 0.07 ln φ gate )

…(18b)
2

2

aCoVdd f
2

aCoVdd f + bVdd Ileak
2
ρ = Wire resistivity (in Ω-m),
Wire capacitance per unit length (in F/m),

c=

b = Percentage of time circuit is not sleep gated, f = Frequency (in Hz)
Ro ,Co & Ileak =Resistance, capacitance & leakage of minimum sized repeater

V. LOCAL INTERCONNECT MODELING
IntSim has two wire levels for routing local signal, power and
clock wiring. Local interconnect pitch, Plocal, is selected as 2F,
where F is the feature size. The length of the longest wire routed in
local interconnect levels, lmax, is obtained from:

A

2e w A = χ P

(in Ω, F & A), Vdd = Supply voltage (V), β =0.25(short wires) and
0.9(longer wires), a = Activity, ar = Wire aspect ratio

The wiring efficiency factor for intermediate and semi-global
levels has three sources: (i) Repeater via blockage due to repeaters
in higher metal levels (ii) Via blockage to signal wires routed in
higher levels that is modeled based on [12] (iii) Power/ground via
blockage that is got from equations in [20]. Wire resistivity
increases due to size effects are modeled as shown in [21].
VII. ALGORITHM
In IntSim, the process of selecting wire pitches for different
interconnect levels proceeds in several steps:
1. Input all parameters: The user inputs various details of the
system that is being modeled.
2. Logic gate sizing: Logic gates are sized based on Equation (12)
such that clock frequency targets are reached.
3. Generation of stochastic wiring distribution: Based on logic
gate size chosen in Step 2, the fraction of die area occupied by
logic gates, pgates, is found. This is used to generate the
stochastic wiring distribution given in Equation (8).
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4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

Set baseline parameters for iterations: The design of power
interconnects and allocation of area for them depends on the
chip power. However, chip power is not known until repeaters
are designed in the multilevel wiring network, especially in
sub-90nm chips where repeaters consume a significant fraction
of total power. Also, design of the interconnect stack needs
some knowledge of via blockage caused by repeaters. Thus, an
iterative process is followed for assigning wires in a multilevel
wiring network. An initial chip power estimate is set (as 100W,
say) and the number of repeaters is set as 0.
Local interconnect modeling: Local wire pitch is set as 2F.
Using Equations (14), (15) and (16), the longest wire routed in
M1 and M2 is determined.
Arrangement of wires without repeaters: Once the longest wire
routed in M1/M2 is determined, it is set as lmin in Equation
(17). Equations (17) and (18a) are then used to find the pitch of
M3/M4 and and maximum wire length routed in them. This in
turn is set as lmin for the next pair of metal levels and this
process continues till the longest interconnect of the wiring
distribution is assigned a pitch.
Global interconnect modeling: A top-down process of global
interconnect pitch selection and repeater insertion then begins.
Global wire pitch is constrained to be the value found from
Equation (13). The area needed for routing power wires is then
found from equations given in [13], and this helps calculate the
area available for signal wires in global wire levels. Clock
wire area is neglected in IntSim because previous work has
shown it is small [22]. Repeaters are inserted into these global
signal wires, and the shortest signal wire routed in global wire
levels is found based on a formula similar to Equation (17).
Assignment of wires with repeaters: Based on the length of
shortest global signal wire, wires with repeaters are assigned to
the pair of metal levels below the global wire levels based on
Equations (17) and (18b). The pitch and shortest wire lmin are
found for this pair of wiring levels and this lmin is set as lmax for
the pair of wiring layers below it. Repeater insertion is
performed for the pair of wiring layers below it and this keeps
continuing till one runs out of die area for placing more
repeaters or till the addition of repeaters does not improve wire
delay.
Power computation and iteration: Once repeaters are assigned,
the total chip power is calculated. Logic gate power is found
using device widths calculated in Step 2 and formulae given in
[18]. Local clock power is computed by extending models in
[23]. Wire power is calculated based on the stochastic wiring
distribution [8], and repeater power is calculated based on Step
8 and repeater power models given in [24]. Leakage power
variability is modeled as discussed in [25]. If the total power
calculated is different from the power estimate used for
designing power distribution wiring, IntSim sets

Estimated power =

Old estimated power+Calculated power
2

and goes back to Step 5. For the next iteration, the number of
repeaters is set as the value calculated in Step 8.
10. Data output: When the simulation converges, the total number
of wire levels, pitches of each wire level and a power estimate
are output.

[26][27]. The dielectric constant for interconnects is 2.9 [26],
contacted gate pitch is 220nm [27] and supply voltage is 1.325V
[26]. Rent’s constants k and p are chosen as 4 and 0.55 respectively
based on guidelines in [18] that custom chips would have Rent’s
parameters around these values. Area of a logic core is obtained
from die photos and published information about total die area [26].
Package technology parameters are obtained from data on older
high performance chips [10] with the assumption that package
technology does not scale. The values of wire pitch obtained are not
very sensitive to package technology parameters, so these rough
calculations are not expected to cause significant error.
Table 3 shows a comparison between wire pitches predicted by
IntSim and actual wire pitches used for that technology [27]. IntSim
predicts the number of metal levels needed to be 8, which is exactly
what is used for that interconnect technology. The wire pitches
predicted by IntSim are similar to the ones actually used, with a
notable difference being that IntSim chooses wire pitches of two
adjacent orthogonal metal levels to be the same, while the actual
data has different wire pitches for adjacent orthogonal wiring levels.
Actual data

Prediction from
IntSim
M1
210 nm
220 nm
M2
210 nm
220 nm
M3
220 nm
296 nm
M4
280 nm
296 nm
M5
330 nm
296 nm
M6
480 nm
296 nm
M7
720 nm
1233 nm
M8
1080 nm
1233 nm
Table 3: Comparison of results from IntSim with actual data
IntSim also predicts the total power of logic cores of this chip to
be 69.6W, while total chip power based on measured data is 80W
[26]. Although published data is not available regarding the
percentage of chip power taken up by caches and I/Os for this
microprocessor, another 65nm processor had 19% of its total power
consumed by these components and 81% of total power taken up by
logic cores [28]. Assuming the processor analyzed with IntSim has
similar numbers, the logic core power for this processor is 65.6W,
which is quite close to IntSim’s prediction of 69.6W.
IX.

CASE STUDY 1: PREDICTIVE MODELING OF A FUTURE 22NM
HIGH PERFORMANCE MICROPROCESSOR

This section shows a case study conducted with IntSim on a
future 8 GHz 0.8V 22nm logic core with 96M gates. The purpose
of this study is to show how IntSim can be used to (1) Generate die
size estimates, and (2) Project requirements of chips in future
generations of technology. Device technology parameters are
chosen to be ITRS low operating power technology parameters [14].
Interconnect dielectric constant is chosen to be 2.0 [14], wire aspect
ratio is 2 and the number of power pads is chosen as 600. Rent’s
parameters k and p are 4 and 0.55 respectively. Two “fat” global
wire levels are used for this design.

VIII.COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM INTSIM WITH DATA FROM A
COMMERCIAL MICROPROCESSOR

In this section, IntSim is used to predict wiring requirements of a
commercially available microprocessor [26]. The predictions for
number of interconnect levels, wire pitches and logic core power are
compared with actual values of these quantities for that chip.
The analyzed microprocessor is a 65nm 3GHz high performance
dual core chip [26]. Details of this chip’s transistor parameters and
number of gates in each core are obtained from published data in

Figure 6: Die size estimation with IntSim
To find a die size estimate, simulations on IntSim are run with
different die sizes and the required number of interconnect levels
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are found, as shown in Figure 6. If the maximum number of
interconnect levels available is set as 12 and die size needs to be as
small as possible to lower production cost, one would choose the
die size as 17 sq mm based on the data in Figure 6.
Metal
levels

Wire
pitches

Max.
wire
length

Percentage of
total wire area
available for
signal wires
20%
42%
45%
43%
39%
25%

Repeater
count

M1, M2
44 nm
4.5 um
0
M3, M4
48 nm
77 um
0
M5, M6
66 nm
683 um
4.8 M
M7, M8
150 nm
1.9 mm
0.7 M
M9, M10 298 nm
4.1 mm
0.2 M
M11,
1799 nm
8. mm
2400
M12
Table 4: Interconnect requirements obtained from IntSim
The interconnect pitches needed for this technology are then
estimated with IntSim by running a simulation for the selected die
size. This is shown in Table 4. Also indicated in Table 4 is the
percentage of total wiring area available for signal wires. Table 5
shows that while router inefficiencies take away 50% of the wiring,
power distribution and via blockage also reduce available wiring
area by a significant amount. In fact, Table 5 indicates that power
distribution and via blockage take up (10%+1%+3%)/36%=39% of
the area taken by signal wiring. The common practice of adding
redundant vias would make via blockage estimates shown in Table
5 even higher. One of the interesting observations from IntSim is
that while repeaters cause via blockage in lower metal levels, the
insertion of repeaters enables wire pitches to be reduced for many
levels [8], so this reduces via blockage for these levels based on the
model in Equation (16) and in [12].
Metal
levels

Signal
wires

Power /gnd
distribution
15%
1%
2%
6%
11%
25%

Repeater
vias

Vias to wires
in higher
metal levels
12%
5%
2%
1%
0%
0%

M1, M2
20%
3%
M3, M4
42%
2%
M5, M6
45%
0.5%
M7, M8
43%
0.2%
M9, M10
39%
0%
M11,
25%
0%
M12
Average
36%
10%
1%
3%
Table 5: Wiring area usage. Rest of the wiring is taken up by router
inefficiencies
Power estimates obtained from IntSim are indicated in Figure 7.
While computing clock power, it is assumed that 40% of the local
clock power is saved due to clock gating. The percentage of clock
power saved by clock gating is a user defined parameter in IntSim,
and can be set by the user depending on his/her design.

Figure 7: Power estimates of a future 22nm 8 GHz logic core
As can be seen from Figure 7, the high frequency of this logic
core causes large power consumption. IntSim can be used to study
sensitivity of power or performance to device, design or circuit

parameters. Figure 8 shows the power savings possible from a 20%
improvement in transistor drive current, interconnect dielectric
constant and percentage of clock gating. When any of these
parameters are changed, it is assumed that other input parameters
for IntSim are the same. For example, when the drive current is
changed, it is assumed leakage current is the same. Die size is
optimized to be the minimum value possible with 12 metal levels.
As can be seen from Figure 8, use of an interconnect dielectric with
20% lower permittivity provides more power savings than 20%
better drive current or 20% more clock gating for this particular
case study. This is largely because a lower wire dielectric constant
leads to smaller size gates and latches and reduces power of these
components, besides saving interconnect and repeater power.
Having higher drive currents reduces logic gate, repeater and clock
power, but does not impact interconnect power much.

Figure 8: Power sensitivity to technology and design parameters
X. CASE STUDY 2: IMPACT OF RESISTIVITY INCREASES IN COPPER
FOR A FUTURE 22NM LOW-POWER CHIP
Copper resistivity is known to increase as interconnect
dimensions are made smaller due to scattering at the grain
boundaries and surfaces of a wire. While the resistivity of a 90nm
wide wire is 2.5 μohm-cm, a 22nm wide wire could have a
resistivity as high as 4.8 μohm-cm [14]. The impact of these size
effects is studied with IntSim for a 22nm 1GHz low power chip. A
previous study on this problem [29] indicated that wires in high
performance chips would not be impacted much by size effects.
This is largely because, for high performance chips, long signal
wires are routed in higher metal levels whose pitches are big enough
that they are not impacted by size effects much. For low power
chips, however, pitches are normally smaller in size even in higher
metal levels as indicated in Table 1, and so it is still not known how
much they would be impacted by these resistivity increases. It is
also not clear whether size effects would cause chip power to
increase by a significant amount. One would expect that more area
would be needed for power distribution networks when wire
resistivity increases occur, and this has not been considered in [29].
Given a target clock frequency of 1 GHz for a 0.7V, 96M gate
22nm low power logic core with 10 metal levels, the optimal die
size is found for cases where size effects are neglected and when
they are considered. Device parameters are obtained from details of
a low operating power ITRS technology [14]. The reflectivity
parameter at grain boundaries for copper is chosen to be 0.25 and
specularity parameter is 0.3 [14]. This logic core is assumed to be
designed with an ASIC flow, so Rent’s constants k and p are 4 and
0.65 respectively [18]. Wire aspect ratio is chosen as 2.
Results from IntSim indicate that a 1 GHz 22nm low power logic
core with size effects would need 30% higher die area than a
similar core where wire resistivity increases due to size effects are
not present. Table 5 gives pitches of wiring levels needed for the
two cases. It can be seen that when size effects are present, wires
would need to be sized larger to maintain performance in spite of
the higher wire resistivity. Since the number of metal levels used for
both cases is the same, die size needs to be made larger to provide
area for routing these bigger pitch wires. This is the main reason for
the die size increase due to size effects.
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Max. wire
Pitch Max wire
Pitch –
length –
size
length – no
no size
size effects
effects
size effects
effects
M1, M2
44 nm
41 um
44 nm
83 um
M3, M4
46 nm
489 um
67 nm
546 um
M5, M6
52 nm
937 um
69 nm
1.1 mm
M7, M8
96 nm
4.6 mm
120 nm
4.7 mm
M9, M10 227 nm
12.2 mm
227 nm
13.9 mm
Die size
37 mm2
48 mm2
Power
15.5 W
16.6 W
Table 4: Impact of size effects on a 1 GHz 22nm low power core

values close to that of tungsten plugs [32]. 100nm diameter
MWCNTs with good contacts to all shells have also been
demonstrated in [33]. The purpose of this section is to find the chip
performance/power benefit of CNTs if technology issues with
growing MWCNTs for interconnect applications are tackled. If it is
found that CNTs could provide a large chip power or chip
performance benefit, it would motivate more research in CNTs, and
vice versa. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this represents the
first system level comparison between CNTs and copper.

(a)

Table 5 shows a power comparison of the case with size effects
and the case where size effects are neglected. It is found that size
effects cause a 7% increase in power. This is largely because the
larger die size caused by size effects translates to longer wires and
consequently bigger gates and latches. This can be observed from
the higher gate and wire power numbers.
Without considering
With size effects
size effects
Logic
4W
4.5 W
Repeaters
2W
2W
Clock
1W
1.1 W
Wires
8.5 W
9W
Total
15.5 W
16.6 W
Table 5: Power comparison with and without size effects
Table 6 shows the area occupied by the power distribution
network in each pair of metal levels. The case without size effects
has less area because of: (1) Lower power (2) Smaller die size for
the same number of power pads, which in turn leads to smaller padto-pad distance and lesser area needed for global power wiring. This
can be understood better with equations in [13] (3) Size effects not
increasing resistance of power/ground wiring.
Area without
Area considering size
considering size effects
effects
2
M1, M2
5.5 mm
7.2 mm2
M3, M4
0.2 mm2
0.4 mm2
M5, M6
0.2 mm2
0.4 mm2
2
M7, M8
0.4 mm
0.7 mm2
M9, M10
6.3 mm2
8.2 mm2
Table 6: Wiring area of power and ground distribution networks
XI. CASE STUDY 3: A SYSTEM LEVEL COMPARISON OF CARBON
NANOTUBE INTERCONENCTS AGAINST COPPER

Carbon nanotube (CNT) interconnects are considered a
promising long term alternative to copper interconnects [14]. This is
due to their lower resistivity compared to copper, as shown in
Figure 10 and their improved electromigration properties.
Resistivity of CNTs are obtained from models in [30] that consider
quantum resistance effects. As can be seen in Figure 10, a 20nm
wide multi-walled CNT wire (MWCNT) has a resistivity ranging
from 2.7 μohm-cm for a 70um long wire to 2.4 μohm-cm for a 1mm
wire. A 20nm wide copper wire, on the other hand, has a resistivity
of 4.6 μohm-cm. To put this in perspective, the transition from
aluminum to copper metallization reduced resistivity by 40-45%,
whereas a potential transition from copper to CNTs could reduce
resistivity of a 20nm wide 1mm wire by 52%.
The authors wish to emphasize that several challenges remain to
be overcome for CNT interconnects to be viable. These include
obtaining good contacts, growth at CMOS compatible temperatures
(<400oC), reliable manufacturing of horizontally oriented CNTs,
among others [31]. However, many promising research efforts to
tackle these issues have been reported in the recent past. For
example, MWCNT vias have been grown at 500oC with resistance

(b)

Figure 10: Resistivity for (a) Multi-walled CNT wires (b) Copper
The 22nm 1 GHz low power logic core studied in case study 2 is
considered and MWCNTs are analyzed for use as signal wires. It is
known that MWCNTs do not give advantages over copper when
wire lengths are shorter than about 10μm due to their quantum
resistance [34]. Table 4 indicates that M1 and M2 contain wires
shorter than 10um. Thus, MWCNTs are assumed to be used only for
M3, M4 and higher metal levels. Resistance and capacitance for
these MWCNTs are obtained from models in [30][34]. The quantum
resistance of MWCNTs reduces their applicability in power grids
[34], and so copper is assumed to be used for power distribution
purposes even when CNTs are used for signal wiring. It has to be
kept in mind that techniques such as the use of monolayer single
walled CNTs along with MWCNTs could potentially provide more
benefits with CNTs than this case study suggests [31]. When wire
widths needed are greater than about 100nm, multiple MWCNTs
are assumed to be bundled together.
Carbon nanotubes
Copper only
M1, M2 pitch
44 nm
44 nm
M3, M4 pitch
46 nm
67 nm
M5, M6 pitch
52 nm
69 nm
M7, M8 pitch
96 nm
120 nm
M9, M10 pitch
227 nm
227 nm
Die size
35 mm2
48 mm2
Table 7: Impact of MWCNTs on a 22nm low power logic core
The optimal die size is found with MWCNTs for 10 metal levels
and a 1 GHz performance target. The use of MWCNTs leads to a die
size of 35 sq mm compared to 48 sq mm for the case with copper
wiring only. This is because of the lower resistance of MWCNT
interconnects, which enables smaller wire pitches for the same
performance as shown in Table 7, and so wire area (die area)
needed for routing these wires is reduced. Power is also saved with
the use of CNT interconnects. Figure 11 indicates that chip power
reduces from 16.6W to 12.4W, which represents a reduction of 25%.
This is because of three main reasons: (1) Reduced die size leads to
shorter wires, fewer and smaller repeaters along with smaller gates
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and latches (2) MWCNTs reduce wire capacitance. A 22nm
diameter MWCNT would have a lower effective aspect ratio than a
standard copper wire with an aspect ratio of 2. This leads to smaller
gate sizes, latches and reduced repeater area (3) Less wire resistance
implies reduced repeater area. All of these points reflect in the data
shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Power savings with CNTs
IntSim is also used to find the performance benefit possible with
CNT interconnects for the same power budget as the chip with
copper wires only. Die size is again optimized as shown in previous
cases. It is found that a 15% frequency increase is possible with
MWCNT interconnects for the same power dissipation. A die size
reduction of 11% is also obtained.
XII.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes a CAD tool called IntSim that estimates die
size and pitches of different wiring levels for sub-90nm logic cores.
IntSim includes a newly derived stochastic wire length distribution
and a methodology for co-optimization of signal, power and clock
interconnects along with vias. The output of this tool shows a good
match to actual data from an analyzed commercial microprocessor.
Several case studies are conducted to show IntSim’s utility as a
system level simulator. Wire resistivity increases due to size effects
are found to cause a 30% die size increase and 7% higher power
consumption for a 22nm low power logic core. A logic core with
carbon nanotube interconnects can have 25% less power and 26%
lower die size, or 15% higher frequency and 11% less die area when
compared to a similar 22nm low power logic core with copper
interconnects only. A future 8 GHz 96M gate 22nm high
performance logic core’s die size, power and optimal interconnect
network are predicted.
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